"What You See Is What You Print."

Up until now, there was no way to preview illustrated documents on your VAX®. You needed a lot of imagination to go from files with text and graphics to printed pages. You were never quite sure what you were printing until it was printed.

Talaris has changed all that with our exciting new composite terminal, the Talaris 7800. Now you can see everything on the screen - before it's printed.

Preview plots from Tektronix®, DISSIDIA®, PLOT10®, TEMPLATE®, ReGIS®, and many other graphics packages. Then integrate the plots with TEX®, WORD®-11™, MASS-11™, or WordMARC™ text and preview the results. See the right fonts, line and page breaks, tables, and equations - with your graphics sized and in place!

Call Now For Special Package Pricing.

The T7800 is loaded with features. Like 30 fonts in ROM and half a megabyte of memory for speed. With local pan and zoom plus an optional mouse, you have an extremely sophisticated graphics preview terminal.

Talaris has created a terminal that is so versatile it even has VT220™ and VT240™ emulation. Simply plug it in, and it's talking to your VAX.

Now couple the T7800 with one of seven Talaris Laser Printers, and you have the most advanced and affordable printing system ever. Or connect our low-cost T610 printer directly to the terminal for quick screen dumps.

Of course, the T7800 is geared for growth. That's why Barry Ferris, Talaris's VP of Software Development, is continually developing new software. And if Barry's working on it, you know you can depend on increased versatility far into the future.
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